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Simulation-based verification continues to be the primary technique for hardware verification due to its scalability and ease of use;
however, it lacks exhaustiveness. Although formal verification techniques can exhaustively prove functional correctness, they are
limited in terms of the scale of their design due to the state-explosion problem. Alternatively, semiformal approaches can involve
a compromise between scalability, exhaustiveness, and resource costs. Therefore, we propose an event-driven flow graph-based
specification, which can describe the cycle-accurate functional behaviors without the exploration of whole state space. To efficiently
generate input sequences according to the proposed specification, we introduce a functional automatic test pattern generation
(ATPG) approach, which involves the proposed intelligent redundancy-reduction strategy to solve problems of random test vectors.
We also proposed functional coverage criterion based on the formal specification to support amore reliable measure of verification.
We implement a verification platformbased on the proposed semiformal approach and compare the proposed semiformal approach
with the constrained randomized test (CRT) approach. The experiment results show that the proposed semiformal verification
method ensures a more exhaustive and effective exploration of the functional correctness of designs under verification (DUVs).

1. Introduction

Functional verification is the process that ensures confor-
mance of a design under verification (DUV) to its speci-
fication. Due to the rapidly growing complexity of designs
and time-to-market requirements, functional verification has
become a major blockage in the hardware design cycle in
terms of development costs and time.

Formal and simulation-based verification are two major
techniques of functional verification. In formal verification,
an engine exhaustively exploits the state space of the design
to prove the functional properties. However, the state space
grows exponentially with the increase of flip-flops in design.
With a design with 𝑁 flip-flops, the corresponding number
of states is 2𝑁; considering a relatively complex design, the
state space would be too large to explore. Although formal
verification has been improved significantly in recent years,
it is still unable to handle complex designs with reasonable
computation and storage resources. On the other hand, due
to its scalability and ease of use, simulation-based verification
is still widely used in industrial manufacturing. However,

simulation is time-consuming and labor-intensive; it requires
abundant test vectors. Furthermore, due to the lack of
exhaustiveness in simulation, the functional coverage is hard
to guarantee.

A practical choice is semiformal verification, in which the
specification of design functionality is formally completed
and checking is undertaken through simulation. And the
test vectors are automatically derived from the knowledge of
the formal functional specification. Semiformal verification
avoids the state-explosion problem due to the absence of
exploiting the whole state space. Meanwhile, it improves the
degree of automation in generating test vectors and checking
functional correctness. Therefore, semiformal verification is
a promising method for functional verification.

In this paper, a fast, semiformal verification approach
with high scalability and completeness is presented. In this
context, three main contributions are provided.

We propose an event-driven flow graph-based specifica-
tion. The key idea is to order functional behaviors in the
event-driven flow graph in a timing-accurate manner, so
that the cycle-accurate functional behaviors can be described
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without the exploration of whole state space. This can greatly
increase the scalability and reduce modeling complexity.

We introduce a functional ATPG approach to efficiently
generate input sequences according to the proposed spec-
ification. The equality of test-space distribution and the
coverage of corner cases are two problems of random test
vectors. To solve these two problems, we categorize the input
ports into data-path ports and control-path ports. Data-path
ports relate to data communication and control-path ports
relate to the functional mode change. For the equality of
test-space distribution, we propose test-space decomposition
strategy to decompose the large test space into small parts
and traverse each part evenly. This method ensures the same
verification strength among different parts of test space. For
the coverage of corner cases, we have two critical findings:
(a) the corner cases are always the combinations of all corner
values of data-path ports and all legal values of control-path
ports; (b) with the guidance of expert knowledge base, the
corner values of a data-path port can be inferred from the
data type of the data-path port. To this end, we can generate
corner cases based on the properties and data types of input
ports automatically.

Functional coverage criterion is proposed based on the
proposed EDFG and formal specification. In traditional
simulation process, the functional coverage provided by these
vectors is hardly measured, and it leads to uncertainty of
exhaustiveness in the simulation. We define functional cov-
erage based on the proposed specification, and it ensures that
the coverage of design functionality provided by vectors is
easily measured. Compared with traditional code coverage,
the proposed functional coverage supports a more reliable
measure in the simulation process.

2. Related Work

Simulation-based verification is still the main method of
the functional verification process [1]. To promote verifica-
tion efficiency, some technical approaches have been devel-
oped, such as coverage-driven verification [2], constraint-
randomized verification [3], and assertion-based verification
[4]. Although these methods accelerate procedure conver-
gence, automatically generate test vectors, and locate defects,
there are still some inevitable weaknesses in the simulation.
Firstly, compared with the automatic capture of code cover-
age, the functional coverage of design by input vectors is dif-
ficult to measure due to the artificial analysis of the informal
specification. Secondly, constrained randomized test (CRT)
vectors are still ineffective due to the presence of many
redundant vectors and targeting interesting corner test cases
requires abundant human labor. Thirdly, assertion-based
checking can only check the correctness of the functional
properties and not arithmetical operations. Furthermore, the
lack of exhaustiveness has historically been a difficult prob-
lem to solve.

Formal verification, specifically checking models and
proving theorems, provides high-quality and exhaustive veri-
fication; however, it cannot be treated as a general solution in
industrial verification in the near future [5]. The well-known
state-explosion problem is the main limitation of checking

models and the costs of skilled manual labor limit proving
theorems. Moreover, checking models and proving theorems
require detailed formal system specifications that are not
always defined or up to date in the design flows. Therefore,
design practices limit formal verification.

Semiformal verification is a practical alternative to
simulation-based and formal verification. There is some
academic and industrial research on semiformal verification,
which consists of a standard language specifying correctness
criteria and design and vector generation based on con-
straints [6].The constraints are derived according to the given
language and design. These works adopt different languages,
which are categorized as either formal or semiformal.

Existing formal functional behavior descriptions of DUT
include the transaction-based behavioral level description,
such as SystemC [7, 8], UML [9], and other transactional
description methods [10, 11]. These transaction-based de-
scriptions can model functional behaviors into transactions,
but they are unable to describe cycle timing sequence of
function behaviors. On the other hand, the FSM-based
behavior specification, including FSM [12], EFSM [13–15],
assignment decision diagram [16, 17], and BDD [18], enables
the description of cycle-accurate functional behaviors at the
cost of exploring thewhole state spaces and transitions, which
limits the scale of design it can support.

Semiformal languages currently adopt simple natural
languages with a specific format so that they can be processed
by machines. These languages are parsed and converted into
UML [19, 20] or temporal logic languages [21, 22] to guide
vector sequence generation. These semiformal specifications
are easy to use, but they are ambiguous and incapable of
specifying all types of functional operations. The verification
framework of semiformal languages also requires a great deal
of human interaction.This limits the degree of automation of
semiformal verification.

The proposed semiformal approach offsets these limita-
tions and is well balanced in its scalability and exhaustiveness.
In terms of the disadvantage of existing formal functional
behavior descriptions, we propose the event-driven flow
graph-based specification, where functional behaviors are
ordered in a timing-accurate manner, so that the cycle-
accurate functional behaviors can be described without the
exploration of whole state space. In terms of the disadvan-
tages of simulation, the proposed ATPG approach with an
intelligent redundancy-reduction strategy can enhance the
quality of random vectors and target interesting corner test
cases with limited human intervention. Moreover, functional
coverage based on the proposed graph-based specification
is proposed to realize a reliable measure for simulation
verification.

3. Graph-Based Specification

The functionality of the design is composed of separate func-
tion points. Each function point is defined as a DUV showing
the corresponding actions in the specific scenarios. The
specific scenarios are the triggers of the function point and
are referred to as “condition.” The corresponding actions are
referred to as “reaction.”
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Figure 1: An example of our proposed EDFG.

Each function point of the design can be modeled with
the help of our proposed event-driven flow graph (EDFG).
The proposed graph-based specification (GBS) is the formal
specification of EDFGs. In Section 3.1, we will detail the
proposed EDFG and how a function point is described by
EDFG. The proposed GBS is introduced in Section 3.2.

3.1. Event-Driven FlowGraph. The functionality of the design
is presented by a set of variables. Among the variables, there
are input and output parameters of the design and some local
variables indicating inner register of the design. All predicates
and functions mentioned below are defined over that set of
variables.

The structure of EDFG is described by a directed graph
where three kinds of nodes are admitted: event nodes, control
nodes, and function-point node. Each event node is used for
specifying the operation by the set of variables. Control nodes
specify control flow branching, and the function-point node
is used for specifying the function point and separating the
condition and reaction of the function point in EDFG. Nodes
in EDFG are connected and ordered by directed edges. Each
directed edge has a weight which is used tomark the accurate
cycle interval between joint nodes.

Next, we will further discuss the definition of event nodes
and control nodes. Each event node describes an operation
of the design which is described by {𝐸}𝑈, where 𝐸 is an
enabling predicate function and 𝑈 is an update function. For
an event node, if the enabling predicate function𝐸 is satisfied,
the update function 𝑈 is executed. If the enabling predicate
function 𝐸 is false, it indicates that the event node is
interlocked and it will be unlocked when 𝐸 is true. Control
nodes specify control flow branching, which is described by
branching predicate function 𝐶. When moving to a control
node, the branching predicate function 𝐶 of the control node
is estimated and choice among two alternative outgoing edges
is made.

An example of our proposed EDFG describing a function
point 𝑓 is shown in Figure 1. The ellipse nodes, the diamond-
shaped node, and the square node represent the event nodes,
the control node, and the function-point node, respectively.
The left part of the graph is the condition of function point
𝑓, which is used to restrict situations in which 𝑓 is activated.
𝑐1, 𝑐2, 𝑐3, and 𝑐4 are event nodes of the condition, and cond
is a control node having two outgoing edges (marked by true
and false). The right part of the graph describes the reaction
of function point f; the resultant action after 𝑓 is activated.
𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are the event nodes of reaction. The weight of the

directed edge marks the accurate cycle interval between the
two joint nodes. The cycle interval is described as “## num”
with num being a specific number or a range between two
numbers (described as “[number1 : number2]”).

If the in-degree of an event node is equal to zero, the
node is called an initial node. The path from the initial node
to the function-point node is called a condition path which
presents a specific situation of the function point. If the out-
degree of an event node is equal to zero, the node is called
a final node. The path from the function-point node to the
final node is called a reaction path and presents the specific
reactions of the function point.The path from the initial node
to the final node is called a function-point pathwhich presents
the reactions corresponding to the specific conditions of the
function point. Next, we will discuss the proposed graph-
based specification where the base definitions of the EDFG
are given.

3.2. Base Definitions of GBS. Hereinafter, we suppose that
the port parameters or local variables can be unified by
the general term variables. In the following definitions, we
suppose that each variable V is associatedwith a set of possible
values𝐷V, which is called the domain of variable V. If𝑉 is a set
of variables, then 𝐷𝑉 denotes a set of possible valuations of
variables from set 𝑉.

Definition 1. An event-driven flow graph is a 4-tuple
⟨𝑃, 𝑉, 𝑁, 𝐸⟩, consisting of the following:

(i) 𝑃 is the set of port parameters and consists of
the set of input port parameters 𝑋 and the set of
output port parameters 𝑌, but the clock port is not
contained by 𝑃. For a port 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃, 𝑝 is a tuple
⟨id,width, direction, type⟩, consisting of

(a) id: the name of 𝑝 in the DUV;
(b) width: the width of 𝑝 in the DUV;
(c) direction: the direction of 𝑝, for each port 𝑝,

direction ∈ {input, output};
(d) type: the data type of 𝑝. For each port 𝑝, type ∈

{bit, int, long int, short int, float, double float}.

(ii) V is the set of local variables. For a variable V ∈ 𝑉,
the V is a tuple ⟨id, type⟩, consisting of

(a) id: the name of V;
(b ) type: the data type of V, for each variable, type ∈

{bit, int, long int, short int, float, double float}.
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Figure 2: The proposed functional ATPG flow.

(iii) N is the set of nodes and consists of the set of
event nodes EN, the set of control nodes CN, and a
function-point node 𝑓𝑛.
For an event node 𝑒𝑛 ∈ 𝐸𝑁, 𝑒𝑛 is a tuple ⟨𝛼𝑒𝑛, ]𝑒𝑛⟩,
consisting of

(a) 𝛼𝑒𝑛: 𝐷𝑃 × 𝐷𝑉 → {true, false}: the enabling
predicate function of the event node;

(b) ]𝑒𝑛: 𝐷𝑃 × 𝐷𝑉 → 𝐷𝑉: the update function of the
event node.

For a control node 𝑐𝑛, 𝑐𝑛 is specified by 𝛽𝑐𝑛, which is

(a) 𝛽𝑐𝑛: 𝐷𝑃 × 𝐷𝑉 → {true, false}: the branching
predicate function of the control node.

A function-point node 𝑓𝑛 is used for specifying the
identification of a function point and it can separate
the condition path and reaction path from the graph.

(iv) 𝐸 is the set of edges. For an edge 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸, 𝑒 is a tuple
⟨Cycle𝑒, 𝑛𝑒, 𝑛



𝑒
⟩, consisting of

(a) Cycle𝑒: the time intervals from the initial node
of the edge to the final node of the edge;

(b) 𝑛𝑒: the head node of the edge;
(c) 𝑛
𝑒
: the tail node of the edge.

Definition 2. Assuming an EDFG 𝐺(𝑃, 𝑉, 𝑁, 𝐸), a pair
⟨𝑛, 𝑑𝑉⟩ ∈ 𝑁 × 𝐷𝑉 is called a configuration of 𝐺. The reset
configuration for 𝐺 is denoted as ⟨𝑛0, 𝑑𝑉0⟩, where 𝑛0 is the
reset node and 𝑑𝑉0 is the vector of the reset values of the local
variables 𝑉.

A function point that operates on the corresponding
EDFG 𝐺(𝑃, 𝑉, 𝑁, 𝐸) is defined in this way. In the beginning,
𝐺 is in the reset configuration ⟨𝑛0, 𝑑𝑉0⟩. 𝐺 receives an input
𝑥 ∈ 𝑋; it moves to the next configuration ⟨𝑡, 𝑦⟩, iff

𝛼𝑡 = true,
∃𝑒 ∈ 𝐸,

𝑛𝑒 = 𝑛0,

𝑛
𝑒

= 𝑡.

(1)

Then the update function ]𝑡 is executed. 𝐺 continues to
receive the input vectors and finally moves to the configura-
tion ⟨𝑓𝑛, 𝑧⟩, where 𝑓𝑛 is the function node. This means that
a condition path of 𝐺 has been traversed. Then, 𝐺 sends an
output 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌; it moves to the next configuration ⟨ℎ, 𝑤⟩ iff

𝛼ℎ = true,
∃𝑒 ∈ 𝐸,

𝑛𝑒 = 𝑓,

𝑛
𝑒

= ℎ.

(2)

Finally, 𝐺 moves to the configuration ⟨𝑙, 𝑘⟩, where 𝑙 is the
final node. This means that the reaction path of 𝐺 is traversed
and the operation of the function point is finished.

Based on the above definitions, the functional behaviors
of DUV can be formally described by the graph-based
specification. Next, we will discuss the method of the test
vector generation based on the specification.

4. Functional ATPG Based on GBS

We propose a functional ATPG approach to generate high-
quality test vectors based on the GBS descriptions. Figure 2
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shows the proposed ATPG process. Firstly, the EDFGs are
extracted from the specification and loaded into the ATPG
engine. The ATPG engine analyzes the EDFGs and extracts
all condition paths from each of the EDFGs. An intelligent
redundancy-reduction strategy is then applied to decompose
the test space and to target corner cases for each condition
path. This helps limit the disadvantages of random vectors
and ensures an exhaustive and effective exploration of the test
space for each condition path. Finally, the ATPG engine tra-
verses all the test subspaces and corner cases to generate the
test vectors with the help of the constraint solver. The knowl-
edge base stores expert experiments and rules to guide the
intelligent redundancy-reduction strategy. Next, we will dis-
cuss the key issues involved in the proposed ATPG engine.

4.1. Condition Path Extraction. The first phase of the ATPG
flow is condition path extraction, which is used to extract
all independent condition paths from the condition of each
EDFGs. Generally, an EDFG has more than one condition
path due to the presence of the control nodes. Due to the two
outgoing edges of the control node, each control node will
double the condition paths. Each condition path in the EDFG
presents a specific test situation, so all the condition paths
should be extracted.

The process of condition path extraction is based on the
control nodes in the EDFG. For a control node, there are
two condition paths along with the two outgoing edges of the
control node. Two condition paths are extracted with modi-
fied event nodes.The twomodified event nodes are generated
in two steps: (1) duplicating the enabling predicate function
of the previous event node and (2) and-ing the duplicated
predicate function with the branching predicate and not-ing
branching predicate of the control node, respectively.

An example of condition path extraction is shown in
Figure 3. Figure 3(a) presents the condition of the function
point 𝑓 shown in Figure 1. Due to the existence of control
node cond, there are two condition paths extracted from the
condition, which is shown in Figure 3(b). For condition path
1, the enabling function of event node 𝑐11 is the and-ing of the
previous event nodes 𝑐1’s enabling predicate function 𝛼𝑐1 and
the branching predicate (𝛽cond) of the control node cond. In
the same sense, the enabling function of event node 𝑐12 is the
and-ing of the 𝑐1’s enabling function 𝛼𝑐1 and the branching
predicate (¬𝛽cond) in condition path 2.

4.2. Intelligent Redundancy-Reduction Strategy. Next, we will
discuss how to generate test vectors for an exhaustive explo-
ration of the test space for each condition path.The test space
of a condition path is composed of test space of each event
node in the condition path.The test space of an event node is
comprised of the value ranges of all input parameters, which
cause the enabling predicate function of the event node to be
true. The constraint solver is used for solving the test space of
each event node in a condition path and generates test vectors
to traverse the path.

In general terms, the test space of a condition path is
very large. It is necessary to traverse the same condition path
many times to ensure an exhaustive exploration of the test
space. However, the test vectors generated by the constraint
solver are random. Due to the redundancy and uncertainty
in random stimulus, it does not ensure complete coverage
of the test space and activation of the corner cases with a
considerable quantity of stimuli. So a strategy to decrease the
redundancy and uncertainty in random stimulus is necessary.

The value range of each input parameter, which makes
an event node’s enabling predicate function true, is called
the legal value range. Because the event node’s test space is
comprised of the legal value ranges of all input parameters,
the property and data type of each of the input ports are
concerned with random vector generation strategy. Except
for the clock port, the properties of the input ports can be
categorized as data-path or control-path. In general terms, the
data-path port is concerned with communication and calcu-
lation and its long bit-width leads to a large legal value range.
A certain number of random stimuli cannot ensure that the
test space and corner cases are covered. The control-path
port relates to functional mode change. Although the legal
value range of the control-path port may be small, random
stimuli cannot ensure that each legal value is covered.

Due to the above analysis, we can see that the uncertainty
and redundancy of random stimuli cause incomplete cover-
age of large legal value range for data-path ports and corner
cases. So we adopt two approaches to reduce the redundancy:
(i) test-space decomposition and (ii) corner-case analysis.

Test-space decomposition aims at the incomplete cov-
erage of large legal value range for data-path ports, which
involves decomposing the test space into multiple subspaces
and traversing them separately. The mathematical derivation
can prove the efficiency of the approach. If a test space’s size
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is 𝑛, the expected number of the random vectors needed to
cover the test space 𝑇 is

𝑇 = 𝑂 (𝑛 ∙ log (𝑛)) . (3)

We assume that one cut ismade to decompose a test space
into two average subspaces. After 𝑘 cuts, the expected number
of random vectors needed to cover the test space 𝑇(𝑘) is

𝑇 (𝑘) = 𝑂 (𝑛 ∙ log (𝑛 − 𝑘)) . (4)

In general terms, especially for the data-path port, the size
of a test space is extremely large. So decomposition of the test
space can decrease some redundant random vectors.

Another approach is corner-case analysis, which is used
for inferring corner cases based on the knowledge of each
port. Generally, corner cases are combinations of all legal
values of different control-path ports and all corner values
of different data-path ports. For example, the test space of an
event node is comprised of the legal value ranges of data-path
port 𝐴 and control-path port 𝐵. The data type of 𝐴 is a
double float and the legal value range of 𝐵 is from 3’b000 to
3’b100. Usually, the corner cases of the test space are mainly
concentrated on combinations of each corner value of 𝐴 and
each legal value of 𝐵. Actually, the corner value of 𝐴 can be
inferred by its data type based on expert knowledge. The
corner-case analysis can be guided by a knowledge base and
generate corner test case automatically.

We propose an intelligent redundancy-reduction strategy
that adopts the abovementioned approaches. It involves
automatically decomposing the test space and targeting the
corner cases. The intelligent strategy integrates an expert
knowledge base to reduce the human labor involved. This
expert knowledge can infer the corner values and guide the
test-space decomposition based on the property anddata type
of each port. The intelligent redundancy-reduction strategy
involves the following steps:

(1) For a condition path, setting each port involved in the
condition path as a data-path port or a control-path
port. This step is guided by a verification engineer or
the expert knowledge base.

(2) Decomposing the test space of the condition path into
test subspaces.

(a) Decomposing the test space of each event node
into multiple test subspaces.
(i) Decomposing the legal value range of each

data-path port into legal value subranges
evenly. The number of subranges can be
set by a verification engineer or the expert
knowledge base.

(ii) Forming the test subspaces of each event
node, which are combinations of the legal
value subranges of all data-path ports and
the legal value ranges of all control-path
ports.

(b) Forming the test subspaces of the condition
path, which are combinations of the test sub-
spaces of all event nodes.

(3) Targeting the corner cases for the condition path.

(a) Targeting specific cases for each event node in
the condition path. Specific cases are combina-
tions of all data-path ports’ corner values and
all control-path ports’ legal values. The corner
values of the data-path ports can be inferred
from the data types according to the knowledge
base.

(b) Combining specific cases of all the event nodes
and forming corner cases of the condition path.

The proposed intelligent redundancy-reduction strategy
is illustrated in Figure 4. The condition path has two event
nodes, 𝐶1 and 𝐶2, and a function node 𝑓. Ports 𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3,
𝑃4, and𝑃5 are the ports in the condition path.𝑃1,𝑃2, and𝑃4
are the data-path ports, and 𝑃3 and 𝑃5 are the control-path
ports. The test space of 𝐶1 consists of the legal value space of
𝑃1, 𝑃2, and 𝑃3, and the test space of 𝐶2 consists of the legal
value space of 𝑃4 and 𝑃5.

Section (a) in Figure 4 shows the test-space composition
of the condition path. Firstly, the legal value range of the data-
path ports is divided into subranges in the event node𝐶1 and
event node 𝐶2. For example, the legal value range of 𝑃1 is
divided into 𝑃1𝑎, 𝑃1𝑏, 𝑃1𝑐, and 𝑃1𝑑. The subranges of each
data-path port and the legal value ranges of each control-
path ports are then combined to create the test subspace of
the condition path. Each combination of subranges presents
a test subspace of the condition path.

Section (b) in Figure 4 shows the corner-case analysis.
Firstly, the corner value of each data-path port is inferred by
the knowledge base. In Figure 4, 𝑃11 and 𝑃12 are the corner
values of 𝑃1, and other data-path ports are similar to 𝑃1.
Meanwhile, 𝑃32 and 𝑃33 are the legal values of 𝑃3. 𝑃5 is sim-
ilar to 𝑃3. The corner values of each data-path port and the
legal values of each control-path port are then combined
to create the corner cases of the condition path. Each
combination presents a corner case of the condition path.

4.3. Traversing the Test Space. This phase involves traversing
and solving all the test subspaces and corner cases of all the
condition paths generated in the second phase. The test sub-
spaces should be traversed repeatedly to ensure an exhaustive
exploration of the test space.The required traversal number of
each test subspace can be set by a verification engineer or the
knowledge base.

5. Implementation and Experiment Results

5.1. Implementation. Wedeveloped a specification-based ver-
ification system for the proposed semiformal approach. The
verification system receives the graph-based specification
and automatically verifies whether the DUV functionality
conforms to its specification. For this purpose, the following
tasks are implemented in the verification system:

(1) The generation of test sequences for exhaustive explo-
ration of the test space based on the proposed intelli-
gent redundancy-reduction strategy
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Figure 4: An example of the intelligent redundancy-reduction strategy. (a)The example of test-space decomposition strategy. (b)The example
of corner-case analysis strategy.

(2) Making a connection between the verification system
and the DUV

(3) Verification of the functional behaviors of the DUV
in response to the given GBS descriptions

(4) Recording the simulation reports and coverage
reports.

The whole semiformal verification system, involving the
GBS test system and simulator, is implemented in C language
and SystemVerilog language. The semiformal verification
flow is shown in Figure 5.

Firstly, the function points of the DUV are extracted from
the textual specification (SPEC), and modeling GUI helps
the engineer to model the function points in GBS. The GBS
descriptions are parsed into EDFGs, which are stored in the
EDFG’s data register.

The simulation is then launched. The testbench includes
the DUV environment, the connector module, and parts of
the GBS test system.The DUV environment contains a DUV
instance. It initializes the instance, launches communication
to the GBS test system through the connector module,
receives test vectors from the GBS test system, and sends the
DUV’s behaviors to the GBS test system.The connectormod-
ule employs the SystemVerilog Direct Programming Inter-
face (DPI) to enable communication between the GBS test
system and simulator.The parts of the GBS test system are the
connector, the EDFG’s data register, the constraint solver, and

the test trace recorder.The EDFG’s data register synchronizes
the interface port parameters with the DUV’s signal from
the connector, checks compliance of the DUV’s behaviors
with the specified reaction in the EDFGs, and sends the
corresponding constraints to the constraint solver according
to timing. The constraint solver then solves the constraints
and sends the test vectors to the DUV via the connector.
The ATPG engine is integrated into the EDFG’s data register
and the constraint solver. The test trace recorder records
the traversed event nodes and edges to guide test vector
generation.

Finally, the simulation report, VCD File, and GBS report
are generated after the test is completed. The simulation
report records the code coverage and simulated test vectors.
The VCD File records waveforms for the self-checking test.
The GBS report records the GBS coverage. GBS coverage
involves three kinds of coverage: event-node coverage, condi-
tional coverage, and edge coverage.The event-node coverage is
the percentage of the traversed event nodes in the EDFGs.
The conditional coverage is the percentage of the traversed
outgoing edges of the condition nodes in the EDFGs. The
edge coverage is the percentage of the traversed edges in the
EDFGs. GBS coverage supports a reliable measure for the
functional coverage of DUV by input vectors.

5.2. Case Studies. For evidencing the scalability and effi-
ciency of the GBS and the proposed semiformal verification
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Figure 5: Diagram of the proposed semiformal verification platform.

Table 1: Characteristics of the DUVs.

Design Characteristics of design
LoC PI Gates Flip-flops

FPU 1496 134 105909 2870
MAC 1628 198 137125 3105
DMA 9523 3422 327931 4950
XMC 8187 3285 512987 6921

flow, we have selected twomedium-scale arithmetic units and
two large-scale control units for experimentation. The arith-
metic unit is comprised of a floating-point unit (FPU) [13]
and an integer multiply-add unit (MAC). The control logic
unit is a data management access (DMA) and a controller
between L2-cache and memory (XMC). The FPU is an open
source IP core and others are in-house designs.

The four designs are all implemented by Verilog. The
characteristics of the DUVs are shown in Table 1. Column
LoC shows the number of lines of code of the DUVs, column
PI reports the number of bits in the primary inputs, andGates
and Flip-flops, respectively, present the number of gates and
flip-flops.

Firstly, the function points of the DUVs are described in
the GBS by the modeling GUI.The characteristics of the GBS
descriptions are shown in Table 2. Column Function point
shows the number of the function points of the DUVs and
column Node reports the average number of nodes in the
function points of the DUVs. It is clear from the column
Node that the complexity of the two control-sensitive DUVs
is much more than the two arithmetic-sensitive DUVs.

We then adapted the proposed semiformal verification
method to verify the correctness of the DUVs.We also imple-
mented the verification platforms adopting the constrained
randomized test (CRT) for the four DUVs.The test scenarios
created in the CRT verification platform correspond to the

Table 2: Characteristics of GBS descriptions.

Design Characteristics of GBS descriptions
Function point Node

FPU 18 4.0
MAC 26 5.7
DMA 56 11.5
XMC 47 11.7

function points in the GBS descriptions and the self-checking
test is adopted in the CRT verification platform. For the pur-
pose of presenting the quality of the test vectors generated in
the GBS verification platform, the GBS verification platform
and the CRT verification platform are simulated by NC Sim
in Cadence Design Systems.

The code coverage comparisons for the four DUVs are
shown in Table 3. The table shows the block coverage (BC),
the expression coverage (EC), the toggle coverage (TC), and
the FSM coverage (FC). Column vector shows the number of
test vectors.

Based on the results of the code coverage, the procedural
convergence of our proposal is faster than the CRT. This is
especially so for large-scale designs such as DAM and XMC.
This indicates that the test vectors generated by the pro-
posed verification platform are more effective for large-
scale control-sensitive designs. This can be explained as that
the redundancy in the random vectors increases with the
complexity of the function points and the increasing number
of ports. So the effect of the intelligent redundancy-reduction
strategy is outstanding. The experiment indicates that the
proposed ATPG approach adopted in the verification plat-
form ensures an effective exploration of the functionality of
DUVs.

The results of the GBS coverage are shown in Table 4.
The table shows the event-node coverage (NC), conditional
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Table 3: Code coverage comparison between the semiformal method and CRT method.

Design Vector
Code coverage

The semiformal method CRT method
BC% EC% TC%/FC% BC% EC% TC%/FC%

FPU
100 62.4 44.2 74.3/- 57.8 40.8 68.2/-
400 79.6 67.9 91.2/- 68.5 58.2 84.0/-
900 95.6 79.5 95.1/- 89.4 74.7 92.4/-

MAC
100 69.7 56.4 72.8/- 64.7 51.7 70.1/-
400 82.1 77.2 89.6/- 78.2 69.3 83.2/-
900 97.0 86.8 92.1/- 95.1 84.1 88.7/-

DMA
900 87.6 85.7 -/92.4 75.1 70.4 -/89.8
2100 92.8 92.3 -/95.1 85.9 89.5 -/94.9
4800 96.2 100 -/100 96.2 98.7 -/100

XMC
900 90.8 86.2 -/93.5 86.2 81.5 -/91.4
2100 94.7 96.4 -/96.2 92.0 93.9 -/95.7
4800 97.3 100 -/100 97.3 100 -/100

Table 4: GBS coverage results.

Design Vector GBS coverage
NC% CC% EDC%

FPU
100 76.8 100 69.3
400 100 100 100
900 100 100 100

MAC
100 83.2 100 74.6
400 100 100 100
900 100 100 100

DMA
900 67.2 74.6 63.2
2100 88.0 91.4 89.1
4800 95.9 96.3 96.3

XMC
900 71.3 81.6 64.8
2100 91.4 98.5 89.4
4800 97.1 98.5 98.5

coverage (CC), and edge coverage (EDC) in GBS coverage.
Column vector shows the number of test vectors. The GBS
coverage results for arithmetic-sensitive units and control-
sensitive units are entirely different.

For the arithmetic units, the GBS coverage convergence is
relatively fast.The complexity of the function points is higher
for large-scale control-sensitive designs; therefore, GBS cov-
erage convergence is slower. It is clear that the GBS coverage
for DMA and XMC does not achieve 100% in the situation
of code coverage convergence. Based on the GBS coverage
holes, we find some individual special cases that cannot
be activated in a certain number of test vectors, and we
found one functional flaw for DMA and two functional flaws
for XMC. It indicates that the GBS coverage supports a
more reliable measure of the verification process than code
coverage. It can better reflect the completeness and exhaus-
tiveness of the simulation. Meanwhile, GBS coverage results
indicate that the proposed semiformal verification method
and functional ATPG method ensure an exhaustive explo-
ration of the functionality of DUVs.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a semiformal approach for hard-
ware design functional verification, involving (i) an event-
driven flow graph to present the functional behaviors of
designs and a graph-based specification to formally describe
the graph, (ii) a functional ATPG approach involving an
intelligent redundancy-reduction strategy to generate high-
quality test sequences based on given GBS descriptions, and
(iii) a functional coverage based on the formal specification to
support amore reliable measure of completeness and exhaus-
tiveness in verification. We developed a verification platform
to verify the functionality of the four DUVs.The results of the
experiment show that the proposed semiformal approach can
be applied to the large-scale complex designs, so it avoids state
explosion in formal approach. Meanwhile, compared with
CRT simulation method, it ensures a more exhaustive and
effective exploration of the functional correctness of DUVs.

Future work should focus on improving the functional
ATPG approach based on GBS, specifically (i) expansion of
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knowledge base to further reduce human intervention in the
process and (ii) studying and developing a backjumping algo-
rithm to traverse the hard-to-traverse edges in the EDFGs.
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